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1.1
The future present
It is no secret that many established ﬁnancial services business models are under
immense pressure.
Unfavourable macro environmental factors, increased competition from
challengers and technology legacies are all weighing heavily on incumbents.
While some of these developments are presented as problems of the future, the
industry is already undergoing a transformation of seismic proportions.
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The threat is real
Incumbents are losing market share to challengers, have limited capacity to
diversify their revenue streams and are under pressure from monetary policy
inﬂuences.

Low, zero, or negative central bank interest
rates make it costly to maintain bloated
balance sheets.

Outside the industry
Financial performance under pressure

1.1

The potential to affect the ﬁnancial bottom line
is tightly capped by thin margins of balance
sheet related activities.

Negative effects on return on equity
and a highly constrained ability to
generate revenue.
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The threat is real

Digital-ﬁrst platforms from tech and
challenger brands are entering the ﬁnance
space with superior customer experiences.

Within the industry
Competition on UX and price

1.1

Challengers are offering previously chargeable
services for free while regulation and
comparison platforms have increased
transparency around fees and costs.

Loss of market share to challengers
due to shifts in customer behaviour
and expectations.
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The threat is real

Increasing layers of regulation continue to add
headcount and divert resources from
client-servicing to compliance-adherence.

Within organisations
Internal efﬁciency bottlenecks

1.1

Legacy-heavy infrastructures and prolonged
underinvestment into technology stand in the
way of cost-reducing innovation.

Operational constraints limit the
capacity to streamline and modernise
current business models.
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1.2

How digital-ﬁrst players
are succeeding
Winning or surviving means addressing multiple issues at once:
• Reacting to macro environmental stressors that affect your bottom line and
your ability to generate revenue.
• Adapting to changing client needs to prevent loss of market share and
attacks from challengers.
• Undoing your internal efﬁciency blockers that stand in the way of
substantial and real innovation.
This sounds like a signiﬁcant challenge. And it is, but there are ways incumbents
can take action. There are others who are doing it already.
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They have digital-ﬁrst
business models
In traditional organisations, technology is often still an afterthought to the design
of a business unit or launch of a product. In a digital-ﬁrst organisation, the
business model and technology are intrinsically linked and are built to grow and
evolve in sync.

2015

2020
z

Digital Commerce

1.2

Digital Operating Model

2025
z

Digital Business Model
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They think client-ﬁrst
Instead of thinking about products, digital-ﬁrst banks are focussing on being
helpful to their customers. Based on a strong technology foundation, a digital
business model puts the client at the centre of attention and breaks up legacy
silos.

Static operational model

Digital business model

One-size-ﬁts all-isolated silos

Customer-centric propositions at scale

Isolated
product offering

Outcome-oriented
product ecosystem

Siloed
engagement
channels

Tailored
engagement
possibilities

Singular
client personas

1.2

Client-speciﬁc
value propositions
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In sum: they execute new offerings better

In a bank, the departments for their different products are all siloed, separate functions. That only
makes sense if you think like a banker and care about the difference between saving for a house
or investing for a house, because they are regulated and administered differently with different
revenue streams. The end client only cares about the house and not about the products they use
to get there.

They execute new offerings
better
by focussing on user outcomes and
user experiences instead of products.

1.2

For most consumers, a bank is just a means to an end: ensuring a secure retirement or growing a
business. By attending only to the product-related part of the overall journey, considerable value
is left on the table.
To draw customers from incumbents, digital banks differentiate themselves on identifying clients’
needs and making them their experience’s prime focus.
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In sum: they add new offerings

Based on their technology ﬂexibility, digital banks have an opportunity to reach beyond core
banking activities. They can integrate new offerings and cross-sells by tapping into an ecosystem
outside the core of banking products.
Insurance, crypto, trading, investing and saving features are just switched on as a tile in your app,
alongside third party offerings integrated through marketplaces.

They add new offerings
that broaden the revenue base
without bloating the balance sheet.

Experiences are designed with future adaptability in mind and built in a modular API-based
architecture. Modules or partners are added quickly to respond to changing consumer behaviours
and demands.
Hence, digital ﬁrst banks are more able to react to and exploit untapped revenue opportunities
that they discover.

1.2
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In sum: they operate efﬁciently

In traditional organisations, technology is often still an afterthought to the design of a business
unit, launch of a product or creation of a process.
In successful organisations, the business and its technology are inseparably linked. Experiences
are built digital ﬁrst and are not adaptations from ofﬂine workﬂows.

They operate efﬁciently
by staying operationally lean as
technology and business evolve in
sync.

1.2

It’s the difference between “This is the process, how can we make this thing “digital”?” and
“What does the customer want to achieve and what’s the easiest way they can do this, in the
most convenient channel?”
Most importantly, as your unit economics are low, you are able to have personalisation inbuilt as
a standard aspect of the customer experience.
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Some things can’t be ﬁxed
Transformational
innovations

In legacy-heavy IT infrastructures, applying piecemeal
patches can only extend the lifetime of assets for so long.
Eventually, a transformational shift in the operating and
business models and the underlying technology is
inescapable.
Financial services organisations have to be prepared to
build and launch new propositions, with new commercial
models, based on new technology if they want to
succeed.

Proﬁtability

Technology plays an integral part in improving existing
processes and enabling new business activity. However,
often organisations tend to apply ﬁxes to what are
essentially unreformable systems.
Life support
innovations

Development

Growth

Maturity

Decline

Time

1.2
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1.3

The digital-ﬁrst money
management opportunity:
savings & investments
propositions
The changes of consumer behaviour can be best analysed by looking at the
propositions that clients are turning to - when they’re turning their back on their
existing banking providers. From entry-level savers to high-net-worth
individuals, customers continue to seek out digital offerings that cater to a
speciﬁc need.
As retail banks already have these individuals as their customers, the opportunity
to provide solutions that they are currently ﬁnding elsewhere is huge. Ever more
so as the associated revenue models provide returns that far exceed traditional
balance-sheet related activities.
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Inactive clients become micro
savers
Entry level clients accumulate funds for goals and causes through highly intuitive
user experiences.

~400k

z

z

~4.5m

~8m

Users: total adoption 06/2020

1.3
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Savers become investors in
goal-based propositions
Millennial and Gen X clients engage with investing for personal goals through
automated propositions.

~350k

z

z

~500k

~7m

Users: total adoption 06/2020

1.3
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The rise of the micro-trader
Meteoric user growth of commission-free, high engagement trading platforms
during times of market volatility.

~150k

z

z

~400k *

~13m

Users: total adoption
06/2020

1.3

* in trading oﬀering
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Changing expectations of
digital-ﬁrst HNWI
Even high-touch human-based advice needs to go digital to be attractive and
commercially viable.

Wealth Management clients
prefer interacting digitally
Transactional activities

60 %

Portfolio management activities

Advice related activities

50 %

Mobile applications

1.3

19 %

42 %

3
%

17 %

14 %

Website access

14 %

Chatbot

10 %

9%

Face to face

10 %

7%

10 %

13 %

20 %

Other
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EY 2019

The savings & investments
opportunity
Give customers what they want.

Strengthen your ﬁnancial bottom line.

A growing number of customers are looking for support with their
ﬁnances through intuitive money management propositions - but are
left out in the cold by their banks.

Investment, asset management and advice products shift idle funds off
the balance sheet and beat capital intensive provisioning activities
almost four-to-one on returns.

78%

of retail customers are interested in
receiving investment guidance from
their bank.

1.3

82%

6%

of retail banking clients are not actively
investing in funds or stocks with their
bank.

ROE of Balance Sheet
provisioning activities

22%

ROE of Origination
and Sales activities

McKinsey 2016

J.D. Power 2019
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Money management means
growing together

Revenue potential

Banks have a unique window of opportunity to form close relationships with
their customers through digital solutions that take users on a lifelong journey.

Proﬁtability threshold

Revenue
dormant users

1.3

Investors that
become
HNWI

Savers converted
to investors

Activated
savers
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2.1

Understanding your clients’
needs in depth
While their preferences are changing, the good news is that by and large retail
banks still have these individuals as customers. Their ﬁrst and most important
ﬁnancial relationship continues to be their traditional bank. As long as this is the
case, banks must use this window of opportunity to build propositions that cater
to their customers’ speciﬁc money management needs.
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Four potential target audiences

Available funds

Retail banks have largely unexplored sub-segments within their existing client base. These client personas differ
signiﬁcantly when it comes to their understanding of ﬁnancial products and their ﬁnancial situation. What they
have in common is that when it comes to money, their closest and most trusted point of contact is still their bank.

“
Invest

“
Help me

for me

“

Support
my growth

“

Let me
trade

save

2.1

Level of awareness

The future of money management
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Tailored positioning
Four proﬁles with different goals, preferences and aspirations are looking for help with their ﬁnances. To
understand their proﬁles in depth and provide them with an appropriate solution to their needs, it is
helpful to look beyond the obvious metrics of wealth and knowledge.

Help me save

Invest for me

Let me trade

Support my growth

“I know what I want, but I
am unsure about what to
do and need you to guide
me along most steps of the
way.”

“I understand the
importance ofzplanning
ahead and, with the right
tools, am conﬁdent to take
control of my money.”

“I know what to do and
want it to be z
exciting for
me to execute my plans
and realise my ideas.”

“I have achieved a lot
because I know
z what to do
and need a competent
partner for me and my
family to go even further.”

2.1
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Motivations for engagement
Most importantly, each user persona has a very different primary motivator for
engagement with their ﬁnances. The propositions need to respect these
differences when deﬁning the experience, messaging and positioning.

z

z

z

Help me save

Invest for me

Let me trade

Support my growth

Goal-based engagement

Return-based engagement

Activity-based engagement

Service-based engagement

Goal-based Saving & Investing

Automated Investing

DIY Trading

Digital Wealth Management

2.1
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A

Help me
save

My situation

The opportunity

• I use a large portion of my income to ﬁnance my
current lifestyle and only have a small or no
safety cushion

Activate savers and guide
them towards a more complex
investment proposition when
the opportunity arises.

• I ﬁnd engaging with my ﬁnancial future an
overwhelming topic
• I do not differentiate between investments or
savings, but want to achieve my objectives
• I will compare prices and fees, but as I know and
trust my bank will primarily rely on their offering
• I will compare offerings based on their
seamlessness and simplicity and expect them to
be free or have a low ﬂat, predictable fee like
many other services that I use

25

Fintechs ahead of the game in
goal-based saving & investing

z

2.1A

z
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B

Invest for
me

My situation

The opportunity

• I understand the long-term importance of
ﬁnancially preparing for retirement and other
goals

Empower active investors
with planning tools and
partially or fully automated
investment experiences.

• I have some knowledge but am sometimes not
conﬁdent enough to act on my own and will
turn to an outside party for execution
• I will research and compare charges and fees,
and will not accept high costs for average
performance and returns
• I have beliefs and support certain causes and
want to see this reﬂected in the management of
my money
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Fintechs ahead of the game in
automated investing

z

2.1B

z
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C

Let me
trade

My situation

The opportunity

• I want to invest in companies and brands I
know, like and trust

Intrigue do-it-yourself clients
with sleek, exciting tools to
trade on their own.

• I sometimes invest only small amounts and
want to pay a low ﬂat fee for my high activity
level
• I want a slick and enjoyable experience that
makes investing exciting and fun
• I do not need advice. I will explore the
experience on my own and will look for
information elsewhere to guide my decision
making
• I want to create my own portfolio and track and
analyse the performance of my investments
myself
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Fintechs ahead of the game in
DIY trading

z

2.1C

z
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D

Support
my
growth

My situation

The opportunity

• I want to secure my family’s lifestyle and
accumulate wealth for future generations

Entice HNWI with
digitally-augmented advice
and proﬁtable service through
automated processes.

• I need help building new revenue streams and
want to explore new ways to grow my money
• I want to leave a lasting impression and create a
legacy through philanthropic objectives
• I need an advisor who understands my
objectives, values and goals and helps me to
make the right choices to achieve them
• I want to be able to trust the company and its
people to make signiﬁcant decisions on my
behalf
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Fintechs ahead of the game in
digital wealth management

z

2.1D
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2.2

How to execute on the
opportunity in saving and
investing
The different personas have different needs and very different drivers for
engagement. The one thing they have in common is a requirement for a
seamless digital experience to support them in what they are looking to achieve.
There are two primary routes to achieve this. Firstly, a greenﬁeld approach
where offerings are built independently of existing digital experiences. Secondly,
an integrated approach which brings these new solutions into an already familiar
digital offering. Both approaches have different beneﬁts and considerations that
will drive your ultimate decision.
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Goal-based Saving & Investing

Goal-based engagement

Automated Investing

Return-based engagement

DIY Trading

Activity-based engagement

Digital Wealth Management

Service-based engagement

Greenﬁeld approach
Launching a greenﬁeld proposition enables organisations to differentiate UX,
brand and offering to acquire new clients. The individual customer can beneﬁt
from experiences that are optimised for their speciﬁc touchpoints. With a shared
technology foundation, additional propositions can easily be launched in later
stages. As synergies from existing channels are weaker, a clear strategy for
launch and distribution is essential to make this approach successful.

2.2
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Goal-based Saving & Investing

Integrated approach
To take advantage of existing channels, expand the experience and convert
current users, new propositions are best placed within the existing and familiar
environments that clients already engage with. Through a deep integration with
existing systems, data and ﬁnancial ﬂows are leveraged to enhance features and
reduce friction in the user journeys. Crucially, the existing experience has to be
ﬂexible enough to enable the new propositions to exploit their primary
engagement drivers.

Automated Investing

Existing User Experience
DIY Trading

Goal-based engagement
Return-based engagement
Activity-based engagement
Service-based engagement

2.2

Digital Wealth Management
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Solution variants

Greenﬁeld

Integrated

Acquire a new target audience or sub-segment with a
clear differentiation in the proposition and user
experiences.

Increase engagement of your existing clients and
activate or convert them from being savers to becoming
investors.

You need a targeted distribution and customer acquisition strategy
leveraging internal and external channels and partners.

You need an existing retail client base with a high penetration of
currently deployed digital experiences.

Consider that launching a standalone or sub-brand can help to
differentiate the new offering further.

Consider that accessibility from a familiar environment and
seamlessness between propositions will be key to succeed.

2.2
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3.1

Selecting the right
technology for money
management propositions
To enable the entire organisation to deliver customer-ﬁrst value, a digital
platform needs to connect and orchestrate all necessary components and
processes of the proposition.
Three key aspects of the technology offering are crucial for a successful
digital-ﬁrst proposition and successful business model:
• Flexibility, to give platform owners the freedom to build tailored and truly
differentiated experiences and also enable future extensions of the
proposition on the same technology.
• High degree of automation of processes, so teams are freed from manual
intervention and empowered to deliver excellent service. Automation also
serves to ensure the new proposition is scalable with low cost of operation.
• Easy deployments and integrations, as well as pre-integrated drivers and
best practice conﬁgurations, that speed up time-to-market and streamline
the development process.
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The components of digital
ﬁrst business models
Technology needs to be the agent that enables a transformation of the entire
business model.

Seamless journeys
that convert and engage
clients.

Revenue

3.1

+

Full automation
z and cost
that reduces costs

+

Simple technology
deployments
z

=

Performance drivers
z

of ownership.

that speed up time to
market.

RoE / CIC / CoC.

Cost

Speed

Net income
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The platform approach
Building propositions with a platform approach combines the best elements of
two worlds. It gives a high degree of ﬂexibility to build tailored solutions, while
maintaining the cost and speed advantage of relying on pre-build modular parts.

White Labelling

Platform Deployment

Out-of-the box user experiences and
pre-conﬁgured systems bring propositions to
life quickly. Limited customisation options
highly constrain the ability to differentiate the
offering.

Highly conﬁgurable modules and an
API-based architecture enable tailored
solutions that are differentiated but also quick
to deploy.

z

References for user experiences and best
practice blueprints for systems conﬁgurations
further speed up development.

Speed

z
Custom Software
Development
Total freedom of conﬁguration and the
opportunity to realise all requirements, but
these come at the cost of budget-friendly
development and speed to market.

Flexibility
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The platform approach for omni-channel &
omni-product propositions
Tailored user experiences

Omni-channel user experiences
Desktop

Mobile

Branch

Phone

Flexible product universe

Omni-product ecosystem

Easy implementations

Saving

Investing

It is paramount that channel-speciﬁc, differentiated
user experiences can be freely developed on the
platform.

Trading

Wealth mgmt

The platform needs to accommodate the entire range
of products to provide future proof ﬂexibility.

A modular, cloud native, open API architecture enables
speedy development and straightforward integrations.

End-to-end automation

End-to-end client lifecycle management
Onboarding

Operations

Engagement

Existing systems

3.1

Compliance

Fintech solutions

The entire value chain of the proposition automated
across all steps of the client lifecycle.

Continuous innovation
A best-in-class ecosystem of technologies and services
guarantees state of the art drivers to build innovative
propositions.

The future of money management
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Cloud native

Dedicated environment
An isolated Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) with
advanced monitoring and logging tools, load
balancers, auto-scaling groups, automatic alerts
and 24 × 7 support.

Continuous service evolution
The environment is automatically updated with
the latest releases, deployed with no downtime.

3.1
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High security

Security & redundancy
Redundant infrastructure, automated backups
and procedures for restoring service ensure the
environment is always secured.

Data privacy & protection
Regulator-approved data privacy and
information protection policies, processes and
procedures, compliant with all EU data regimes
and frameworks.

3.1
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3.2
Summary
Banks should now be looking at launching investment propositions to give
customers what they want and to strengthen the business’s bottom line.
Thanks for reading our series on the Future of Money Management. Find out
more about how you can launch a leading investment proposition by contacting
us at partnerships@nucoro.com.
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About Nucoro
One platform for all ﬁntech propositions.
The modular architecture of the Nucoro platform can quickly and
easily be conﬁgured to enable banks to deliver on the needs of their
customers and access new revenue streams through innovative
ﬁnancial experiences.

GOAL-BASED SAVING & INVESTING

With the ﬂexible technology infrastructure already in place, this is a
quick and efﬁcient route for ﬁrms who struggle to innovate alone ultimately giving more people the ability to take control of their
ﬁnancial future.

AUTOMATED INVESTING

STOCK TRADING
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DIGITAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT

nucoro.com

